Invast Australia Hires Kushla Hall to Strengthen
Operations and Institutional Client Solutions
Invast Financial Services continues to expand their local operation,
hiring a new Director of Operations, Kushla Hall, to focus on
strengthening their operations, and build upon the existing
institutional offering.
16 October 2014 – Invast recently recruited a new Director of Operations, responsible for
implementing and maintaining control of the daily procedures for both the retail and institutional
client base, allowing Invast the ability to scale up their operations to cater to retail clients, money
managers, white label and institutional partners.
CEO, Brendan Gunn of Invast Financial Services commented “Kushla brings over 28 years of financial
market experience in an operational capacity, covering a broad range of products including Margin
FX, DMA CFDs, Indices, Gold, Silver, Oil and Equities and it is this experience that will help us
strengthen all aspects of our operations and institutional client solutions.”
With over 28 years of market experience at both the retail and institutional level, with extensive
experience with MT4 money managers, Kushla will act as a product knowledge and subject matter
expert, assisting the institutional team with all aspects of client meetings and will assist in identifying
the ideal bespoke solution for partners.
“Honesty and integrity are two key characteristics I look for in a company, and it was clear at the
beginning of my conversations with management, that Invast are committed to achieving their goals
and will not compromise on either of those two key points,” commented Kushla.
For more information on Invast, including their 50+ year history, regulation and experienced team, go
to http://www.invast.com.au/about-us/why-invast.aspx
About Invast

Since 1960, Invast has become one of the largest and most successful global market brokerage
firms, offering state-of-the-art trading technology and unparalleled service, catering to all
levels of traders.
Invast provides a flexible choice of platforms, ensuring you get the right technology to help
you grow as a trader. Our platforms include Invast MT4, Invast cTrader, Invast ST24 and Invast
ShareTrading, allowing you to trade Forex, Indices, Commodities, Bonds and Direct ASX
Shares.

Invast Financial Services Pty Ltd (ABN 48 162 400 035) is regulated by the Australian Securities
and Investments Commission, and holds an AFS licence 438283.
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